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a b s t r a c t
Social demand for exoskeleton robots that physically assist humans has been increasing in various situations due to the demographic trends of aging populations. With exoskeleton robots, an assistive strategy
is a key ingredient. Since interactions between users and exoskeleton robots are bidirectional, the assistive strategy design problem is complex and challenging. In this paper, we explore a data-driven learning
approach for designing assistive strategies for exoskeletons from user-robot physical interaction. We formulate the learning problem of assistive strategies as a policy search problem and exploit a data-eﬃcient
model-based reinforcement learning framework. Instead of explicitly providing the desired trajectories in
the cost function, our cost function only considers the user’s muscular effort measured by electromyography signals (EMGs) to learn the assistive strategies. The key underlying assumption is that the user is
instructed to perform the task by his/her own intended movements. Since the EMGs are observed when
the intended movements are achieved by the user’s own muscle efforts rather than the robot’s assistance,
EMGs can be interpreted as the “cost” of the current assistance. We applied our method to a 1-DoF exoskeleton robot and conducted a series of experiments with human subjects. Our experimental results
demonstrated that our method learned proper assistive strategies that explicitly considered the bidirectional interactions between a user and a robot with only 60 seconds of interaction. We also showed that
our proposed method can cope with changes in both the robot dynamics and movement trajectories.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license.
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

1. Introduction
Social demand for exoskeleton robots that physically assist humans has been increasing in various situations due to the demographic trends of aging populations. Applications have been proposed for augmenting able-bodied people [1–5], supporting physically challenged people [6–8], and rehabilitation [9–11]. In such
exoskeletons, one key ingredient is a control method that generates robot actions as assistance based on user intentions: an assistive strategy. Human-robot interactions are generally bidirectional,
where the robot provides an assist force to users and detects their
reactions or movement intentions through sensors. Therefore, the
assistive strategy design problem is complex and challenging.
Several assistive strategies have been proposed over the last
decade. A typical approach is based on gravity compensation
∗
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control [2,3,12,13], which effectively supports the load to maintain
a static posture. Another popular strategy is the electromyography
(EMG)-based method [14,15]. EMG-to-force models convert the
subject’s EMG signals to the joint torques of an assistive robot. For
walking and balancing assistance, an inverted pendulum model
with Center of Mass (CoM) and Zero Moment Point (ZMP) can
derive stable gait patterns [8,16]. The adaptive oscillator-based
strategy has also received much attention for assisting periodic
movements [4,17–19]. An extension with a state-machine-based
controller has also been proposed [20]. Most of these methods are
based on independent models of users and robots. However, since
the users and the exoskeletons physically interact in a bidirectional
way, it might be desirable to explicitly consider such interactions
in assistive strategy design.
Complex human-robot interaction has also been explored in
various contexts. For user-robot collaboration tasks, movement
primitives were learned from two interaction behaviors of users
by Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [21] or Dynamic Movement
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Primitives (DMP) [22]. Moderes et al. applied an optimal control
framework to ﬁnd the appropriate robot impedance parameters
for a human-robot cooperative reaching task [23]. For cooperative
transportation tasks, some learning methods have also been explored. Medina et al. proposed an experience-driven robotic assistance control by HMM to learn the user’s intention during task execution [24]. Rozo et al. presented a learning-from-demonstration
framework for physical collaborative robot behaviors using taskparameterized Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) and optimal
control for cooperative transportation tasks [25] and extended it
with a stiffness estimation based on a convex optimization for
the assembly of furniture mechanical structures [26]. Learning
approaches from interaction data are often utilized not only for
physical interactions but also for communication. Mitsunaga et al.
applied a policy gradient RL method with which a robot can learn
the proper distance between users and itself so that they feel
comfortable [27]. Such research successfully learned the adaptive
controllers of user behaviors from user-robot interaction data.
Based on the above successful studies of complex interaction
designs, in this paper, we explore such a data-driven learning approach for designing assistive strategies for exoskeletons from userrobot physical interaction data. A few recent studies have applied
learning methods for assistive strategy design on walking-aid robot
control [28], robotic training for dart-throwing [29], and exoskeleton walking assistance [30,31]. However, two serious problems
have not been suﬃciently explored for applying learning methods for physical human-robot interactions. First, since collecting a
large amount of interaction data imposes a heavy burden on users,
long-term learning experiments cannot be conducted with users.
In such studies, to reduce the required amount of interaction data,
learning methods were applied only for a small number of parameters in pre-designed controllers. Second, the designing cost (or
reward) functions are not straightforward. For typical autonomous
robot control problems, the cost function is set with such task dependent information as the desired target locations or trajectories.
However, for assistive scenarios using task-speciﬁc costs, this approach is inappropriate because the desired targets or trajectories
must be determined by the user instead of the robot.
Instead of explicitly providing the desired trajectories in the
cost function as references, our cost function only considers
the user’s muscular effort measured by electromyography signals
(EMGs) to learn the assistive strategies. The key underlying assumption is that the user is instructed to perform the task by
his/her own intended movements. Since EMGs are observed when
the intended movements are achieved by the user’s own muscle
efforts rather than the robot’s assistance, EMGs can be interpreted
as the “cost” of the current assistance. Based on this assumption,
we expect that a suitable assistive strategy for a user to perform
an intended movement is learned by minimizing the EMG-based
cost function without requiring the desired trajectories in the cost
function.
We formulate the learning problem of assistive strategies as a
policy search problem and exploit a data-eﬃcient model-based reinforcement learning framework called Probabilistic Inference for
Learning Control (PILCO) [32]. Our motivation to use PILCO is its
data-eﬃciency property, which becomes crucial for such humanin-the-loop applications as assistive robotic devices. PILCO was
compared to other model-free and model-based RL methods for
a cart-pole swing-up task [32], and it outperformed the other RL
algorithms by at least one order of magnitude. PILCO is also applicable for probabilistic continuous state-action systems that might
ﬁt human-in-the-loop exoskeletons, rather than approaches with
deterministic system modeling and trajectory optimization [33].
In our preliminary study, we demonstrated that our method can
eﬃciently learn proper assistive strategies with a simulated robot
arm control task based on user EMGs [34]. In this paper, we ap-

plied our method to a real 1-DoF exoskeleton robot and thoroughly
investigated its effectiveness for learning assistive strategies from
user-robot interaction data.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
how we formulated the assist policy learning problem by explicitly considering user-robot physical interaction. In Section 3, we
explain how a data-eﬃcient model-based reinforcement learning
framework can be used in our assist policy learning problem. In
Section 4, we present our experimental setup to evaluate our proposed method. In Section 5, we present our experimental results
and discuss them in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude
this paper.
2. Problem formulation
This section formulates the learning problem of assistive strategy from the direct interactions shown in Fig. 1. We assume that
the robot is physically coupled and securely attached to the user.
Since the robot’s future state depends on its current state, its
action, and the user’s action, the robot dynamics can be written as
follows:

st+1 = g(st , ut , vt ) + ζt ,

ζt ∼ N (0, ζ ),

(1)

where st is the robot’s state (e.g., joint angles and velocities) and ut
is its action (e.g., joint torques or air pressures generated by pneumatic actuators). vt is the user’s action (e.g., muscle activations),
and ζ t is an additive Gaussian noise that represents model uncertainty.
On the other hand, the user’s action is decided by the user’s
control policy that can be based on the robot’s state, the robot’s
action, or the previous user’s action. Thus, the user’s control policy
can be modeled:

vt+1 = h(st , ut , vt ) + ηt ,

ηt ∼ N (0, η ),

(2)

where ηt is an additive Gaussian noise.
By integrating them into one equation, human-robot integrated
dynamics can be represented:

xt+1 = f (xt , ut ) + ξt ,
where
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Based on the above system, we formulate our learning problem of assistive strategies. Our objective is to ﬁnd a robot control
policy (assistive strategy) π : π (x, θ ) = u that minimizes the longterm cost:
T
J π (θ ) = t=0
Ext [c (xt )], x0 ∼ N (μ0 , 0 ),

(5)

where Jπ evaluates the cost of T steps,

θ is an adjustable parameter
vector, so-called policy parameter, and c(xt ) is given as:



c (xt ) = 1 − exp −


T =

0
0



0
,
Tv
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x T xt
2 t
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(6)

where σ c is the width of the cost function and T is a diagonal
matrix that expresses the weight of each element of the state in
the cost function. This expression for Eq. (6) is suggested by the
PILCO framework, analytically computes the expected cost over
the policy, and makes the learned dynamics tractable. Note that
unlike typical autonomous robot control problems, cost function
c(xt ) does not incorporate such task dependent information as the
desired target locations or trajectories. Instead, our cost function
only considers the user’s muscular effort that can be measured by
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of our approach. We formulated assistive strategies based on user-robot integrated system and task-free EMGs cost function and adopted dataeﬃcient model-based reinforcement learning to derive control policy.

EMGs because the robot needs to assist the user’s voluntary motions rather than control them. Such a cost function design, which
allows the user to lead the learning process, results in an appropriate assistive strategy [34].
The diﬃculty of solving the above problem reﬂects the modeling of such interaction dynamics. Due to the inclusion of the user
action policy and the interaction effects between the user and the
robot, it does not follow rigid body dynamics anymore. Moreover,
since human subjects tend to become tired when experiments are
conducted for a long period, collecting large-size data is cumbersome for learning systems.
3. Learning assistive strategies by reinforcement learning
We apply PILCO, a model-based policy search method [32],
to the assistive problem. PILCO uses probabilistic non-parametric
Gaussian processes to consider the uncertainty of models. Since
PILCO analytically computes long-term predictions, policy evaluations, and policy improvements, it can perform critical, dataeﬃcient learning. In this section, we brieﬂy summarize PILCO.
More details about it can be found [32].
3.1. Model learning
For target dynamics modeling, PILCO uses Gaussian process regression [35] where (xt , ut ) ∈ RD+F is the training input and t =
xt+1 − xt ∈ RD is the training output. It typically uses the following

kernel function:

k(x˜ p , x˜q ) =

 1

σ f2 exp − (x˜ p − x˜q ) −1 (x˜ p − x˜q )
2

+ δ pq σξ2 ,

(7)

where x˜ := [x , u ],  is a precision matrix that expresses the
characteristic length and σ f is the bandwidth parameter. These parameters are learned with n training inputs X˜ = [x˜1 , ..., x˜n ] and targets y = [1 , ..., n ].
The predictive distribution of xt+1 is analytically given as follows:

p(xt+1 |xt , ut ) = N (xt+1 |μt+1 , t+1 ),

(8)

μt+1 = xt + E f [t ], t+1 = Var f [t ],

(9)

where

E f [t ] = m f (x˜t ) = k∗ (K + σξ2 I )−1 y = k∗ β

(10)

Var f [t ] = k∗∗ − k∗ (K + σξ2 I )−1 k∗ .

(11)

Here, k∗ := k(X˜ , x˜t ), k∗∗ := k(x˜t ), and β := (K + σξ2 I )−1 y, where K
is a kernel matrix, each of whose element follows Ki j = k(x˜i , x˜ j ).
3.2. Control policy
We employed the following control policy:

π˜ (x∗ , θ ) =

N

i=1

k(mi , x∗ )(K + σπ2 I )−1 t = k(M, x∗ ) α.

(12)
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Here, α = (K + σπ2 I )−1 t, where x∗ is the test input, t is a training target, M = [m1 , ..., mN ] are the centers of the Gaussian basis
functions, σπ2 is noise variance, and k is a kernel function. Policy parameter θ is composed of M, t, and the scale of the kernel
functions k in Eq. (12). To make it possible to learn suitable assistive strategies even for different tasks and users, we used a policy
model with a high expressive capability of a variety of functions,
as shown in Eq. (12), among multiple applicable choices [32]. This
function is a kernel regression (or a deterministic Gaussian process
regression), which allows us to represent a variety of complex nonlinear maps between the state and the action [35]. In Section 5.2,
we show how greatly different policies are learned for different
users by the same function shown in Eq. (12). For safe user-robot
interactions, base policy π with a control limit is designed as

π (x∗ , θ ) = umax σ (π˜ (x∗ , θ )),

(13)

Fig. 2. Experimental setup: Subjects tracked reference trajectories presented on
monitor by moving their elbow joint where forearm was physically attached to 1DoF exoskeleton robot.

where umax is a maximum output and σ (x) ∈ [0, 1] is a squashing
function.
3.3. Policy evaluation
To evaluate the control policy, we need to compute long-term
cost Jπ . Although it cannot be obtained analytically due to the
Gaussian process model’s complexity, PILCO employs a reasonable
approximation scheme with an analytic moment matching technique.
To predict xt+1 , PILCO assumes that distribution p(x˜t ) =
p(xt , ut ) is Gaussian and calculates p(t ) as follows:

p( f (x˜t )|x˜t ) p(x˜t )d f dx˜t .

p(t ) =

(14)

Eq. (14) is calculated analytically. PILCO also assumes that mean
μ and covariance  of distribution p(t ) are known. Then
the mean and covariance of p(xt+1 ) = N (xt+1 |μt+1 , t+1 ) are obtained:

μt+1 = μt + μ ,

(15)

t+1 = t +  + cov[xt , t ] + cov[t , xt ].

(16)

Based on this prediction distribution, expected value Ext [c (xt )]
can be computed analytically:

Ext [c (xt )] =

c (xt )N (xt |μt , t )dxt

= 1 − |I + t T |−1/2
 1

× exp − (μt − xtd ) S˜(μt − xtd ) ,
2
S˜ := T (I + t T )−1 .

(17)

(18)
(19)

With the above equations, we can analytically compute the approximation of Jπ .

Fig. 3. EMGs electrode placement: We measured biceps and triceps EMGs.

4. Experimental setup
We developed an experimental platform based on a 1-DoF
upper-limb elbow-joint exoskeleton robot (Fig. 2). Subjects followed the target joint trajectory that was presented on a monitor by moving their elbow joint where the forearm was physically attached to the 1-DoF exoskeleton robot. While the subjects
were tracking the reference trajectories, we measured the interaction data and used them only to learn the assistive strategies. The
subjects were instructed as follows. If the assistance made by the
robot was helpful for achieving the task, they should relax and rely
on it. On the other hand, if the assistance was unhelpful, the subjects should actuate their own muscles to achieve the task. We ﬁrst
conducted a joint-angle tracking task with ﬁve subjects to show
the learning performance of our proposed method. Then we investigated whether the same learning system can cope with different
experimental setups with one of the ﬁve subjects.

3.4. Policy improvement with analytic gradient

4.1. EMG measurements

Policy parameter θ is optimized by minimizing Jπ (θ ). Gradient
∂ Jπ (θ )/∂ θ , which can be computed analytically using the chain-

We placed two EMGs sensors on the subject’s forearm biceps
and triceps (Fig. 3) to measure their physical effort. The sampling
time was 0.004 s. The measured signals were rectiﬁed and lowpass ﬁltered with a cutoff frequency of 2.0 Hz with a second-order
Butterworth ﬁlter.

rule because of the policy evaluation’s analytic expression, is expressed by εt := Ext [c (xt )]:
T

dJ π ( θ )
dεt
=
,
dθ
dθ
t=1

dεt
dεt d p(xt )
∂εt dμt ∂εt dt
=
:=
+
.
d p(xt ) dθ
dμt ∂θ
dt ∂θ
dθ

4.2. 1-DoF exoskeleton robot

(20)

Therefore, such a standard gradient-based non-convex optimization
method as BFGS can be applied to ﬁnd locally optimal policy parameter θ .

The robot was driven by a pneumatic artiﬁcial muscle (PAM)
actuator (FESTO Inc.), the link length was 0.4 m, and it weighed
1.7 kg (Fig. 4). The robot was equipped with a handle, and the
subject was tightly secured to it. The low-level control period was
0.004 s. The input pressure was low-pass ﬁltered with a cutoff fre-
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Fig. 4. 1-DoF upper-limb exoskeleton robot driven by pneumatic artiﬁcial muscle
(PAM).

quency of 10 Hz to avoid sudden pressure changes. We evaluated
our proposed method with two different load weights (2.5 and
3.75 kg) and with two different reference trajectory amplitudes
(2.5 and 2.8 rad), as shown in Fig. 5. The 2.5-kg load weight with
a reference trajectory amplitude of 2.5 rad was the default experimental setup. We ﬁrst evaluated our proposed learning method on
this default setup with ﬁve subjects and then investigated whether
the assistive strategy learning system can cope with different experimental setups. We applied our learning method to two different experimental setups: with the heavier load weight (3.75 kg) or
with the larger trajectory amplitude (2.8 rad).
4.3. Parameter settings in RL
We utilized PILCO open-source code [36]. The subject action
and robot state in Eq. (3) were x = [q q˙ Eb Et ] , where q was the
robot’s joint angle, q˙ was the angular velocity, and Eb and Et were
the ﬁltered-biceps and -triceps EMGs. u was the desired pressure
input to the PAMs. The initial joint angle was 1.3 rad (Fig. 5). The
control period of PILCO was 0.2 s, and the prediction horizon was
4.0 s. The low-level control period was 0.004 s, and we used zeroorder hold until the next control time step of PILCO. The weight of
the cost function was Tv = diag(0.2 0.4 ), and the shape parameter
of cost function σ c was 0.5 in Eq. (5). The number of basis functions N in Eq. (12) was 10. The number of total policy parameters
was 54. Maximum output umax in Eq. (13) was 0.65 MPa.
One learning session was composed of ﬁve initial system identiﬁcation trials and ten learning trials for each task. This one learning session corresponded to a total of 60 seconds and 300 points
of data, and the sampling period was 0.2 s. On the initial system
identiﬁcation trials, the subject tried the task, and the robot generated random pressure. Its angle, its angular velocity, and the subject’s EMG signal data were collected. In the learning trials, the
robot learned the model from the input pressure and the measured
data and optimized the policy parameters. The learned parameters
were applied, the subject performed the task, and the robot collected new data. For the initial trials, we used the random pressure
input around a periodic input pattern as uinit ∼ N (μu , σu2 ), where
μu = umax |sin(0.5π t )| and σu2 = 0.05. After the 60 seconds initial
system identiﬁcation and learning trials, subjects tried the given
joint-angle tracking task ten times with the learned assist control
output. In addition, for comparison, subjects also conducted the
task ten times without assistance.
5. Results
5.1. Performance of learned assistive strategies
Fig. 6 shows the mean of the EMGs and the tracking errors with
ﬁve subjects. The EMGs were normalized by the percentages of
maximum voluntary contraction (%MVC): %MVC = E/Emax , where
E = 1k k e(k ) and e(k) is the rectiﬁed and low-pass ﬁltered EMG at
time step k. Emax was the maximum value of e during the task execution. The gray bar indicates without assistance and the red one
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indicates with learned assistance. We conducted a statistical analysis between the two scenarios by paired t-tests. In Fig. 6(a), the
mean of the biceps %MVC with the learned assistance was signiﬁcantly lower than without assistance (p < 0.05). The muscle activities of the triceps were roughly constant and much lower than the
biceps when we used the learned assistive strategy. Therefore, we
did not compare the triceps activities, although they varied during the learning sessions and were useful for monitoring the human subject action to derive the control output of the exoskeleton
robot. We show the tracking performance of the reference trajectory with and without learned assistive strategies in Fig. 6(b). The
absolute means of the tracking error were not signiﬁcantly different ( p = 0.94). Therefore, we found that the subjects’ muscle activities were reduced with the learned assistive strategies while they
achieved similar tracking performance.
Fig. 7 shows the reference and the mean of the actual trajectories, the mean learned pressure input, and the mean biceps and
triceps EMGs over ten test trials of one of the ﬁve subjects with the
learned assistive strategy. In Fig. 7(a), the dashed line is the desired
trajectory, and the solid line is the actual trajectories. The subject
followed the desired trajectory with the learned assist control output of the exoskeleton robot. Fig. 7(b) shows the learned outputs.
In Fig. 7(c) and (d), the blue line shows the biceps, and the green
line shows the triceps EMGs. The subject generated large bicep activity at the beginning of the upward elbow movements due to the
limitations of the actuators and the uncertainty of the user behaviors and EMGs. The triceps EMGs were basically constant.

5.2. Learned assistive strategies and interaction models
Fig. 8 shows the learned assistive strategies and interaction
models with the Gaussian processes. Fig. 8(a) expresses the learned
assistive strategies (pressure) given the robot’s angle, angular velocity, and EMGs signals. (b) and (c) express the changes of the biceps and triceps EMGs between current and one-step-ahead times
due to the robot assist pressure inputs at different joint angles
when a subject lifted his arm. To visualize the assistive strategies
and the interaction models on a 2D plane, we set the current angle and the angular velocity equal to the reference trajectory, and
the biceps and the triceps activities were set as mean EMG values during the learning trials. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the learned
assistive strategy depends not only on the robot’s state but also
on the user EMGs. Therefore, this resembles a shared control policy rather than a robot autonomous control policy. In Fig. 8(b), the
changes of the biceps EMGs decreased as the angle and pressure
increased. The subject was more relaxed when the robot properly
assisted him. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 8(c), the changes
of the triceps EMGs were higher in the low-angle (around 1.3 rad)
and high-pressure (around 0.65 MPa) regions. With this condition,
the triceps increased intensively because the subject activated his
triceps EMGs to reduce the tracking error when the robot generated excessive pressure.
Fig. 9(a) shows the learned assistive strategies for other four
subjects. For subject A, they generated large pressure at around
2.0 rad and 0.06 mV, and the maximum pressure was smaller than
the others. For subjects B, C, and D, the pressures increased as the
angles increased. For subject B, the pressures were greatly generated at around 0 mV, and for subject C, they were greatly generated at around 0.06 mV. Fig. 9(b) shows the one-step changes of
the biceps. For subjects A, B, and D, large EMGs were observed at
around 1.3 rad. For subject C, this value shifted at around 2.0 rad.
Fig. 9(c) shows the one-step changes of the triceps EMGs. Commonly for all the subjects, the EMGs tended to be larger as the
angles increased around 2.4 rad.
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Fig. 5. Joint-angle tracking tasks. We evaluated our proposed method with two different load weights (2.5 and 3.75 kg) and with two different reference trajectory amplitudes (2.5 and 2.8 rad).

In summary, these results demonstrated the effectiveness of the
learned assistive strategies for reducing the subject EMGs by explicitly considering the interaction model.
5.3. Learning process
Fig. 10 shows the accumulated long-term cost of one subject
in each trial. The subject tried the learning session three times.
The error bars show the standard deviations of the cost over the
sessions. The accumulated cost quickly decreased and converged
at around six trials.
Fig. 11 shows the learning process of the parametrized policy
for one subject. Since the policy has 54 parameters, we visualized
the policy maps of the 1st, 5th, and 10th trials on the 2D plane.
According to the learning progress, the policy map became clearer
and steeper.

Triceps
EMGs mV

Biceps
EMGs mV

PILCO
Output MPa

Angle rad

Fig. 6. Comparison between with and without learned assist under default experimental setup: (a) Biceps EMGs and (b) Tracking error. Biceps activities with learned
assistance were signiﬁcantly lower than without assistance (p < 0.05).
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Fig. 7. Trajectories during elbow-joint movements with learned assistive strategy:
(a) Reference, mean, and variance of measured trajectories; (b) Mean and variance
of learned pressure; (c) and (d) Mean and variance biceps and triceps EMGs over
ten test trials of one subject.

5.4. Application to different experimental setups
First, we show the results under an experimental condition
with a heavier load weight. In Fig. 12(a), we compared the biceps activities. Signiﬁcant differences (p < 0.001) were observed
between with and without the learned assistive strategy. Interestingly, as depicted in Fig. 12(b), the absolute tracking errors signiﬁcantly decreased when we used the learned assistive strategy with
p < 0.005. The tracking errors also decreased because generating
precise elbow movements with more weight was harder than with
less weight and the assist control input of the exoskeleton robot
made this task easier.
Second, we show the results with an experimental condition
with a larger reference trajectory amplitude. In Fig. 13(a), we compared the biceps activities. Signiﬁcant differences (p < 0.001) were
observed between with and without the learned assistive strategy.
As in Fig. 13(b), in this experimental setup with a larger reference
trajectory amplitude, we interestingly observed signiﬁcant reduction in the triceps activities with p < 0.001. This is probably because a faster movement is required to track the reference trajectory with a larger amplitude in the same time period. We did not
observe a signiﬁcant difference in the tracking errors ( p = 0.59).
In summary, our method learned the assistive strategies even
for different experimental settings in the robot dynamics and the
shape of the reference trajectories with the same assist learning
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Fig. 8. (a) Learned assistive strategies when subject lifted his arm: (b) Changes of biceps EMGs, and (c) Changes of triceps EMGs.

Fig. 9. (a) Learned assistive strategies for different subjects: (b) Changes of biceps and (c) Changes of triceps EMGs.

Table 1
Parameters of cost function.
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Fig. 10. Accumulated cost in each trial. It quickly decreased and converged at
around six trials.

strategy. This result suggests the usefulness of our learning method
for different assistive control applications.
Finally, we conducted additional experiments to investigate the
effects of different parameters in the cost function for the learn-

ing process. We prepared ﬁve more parameters (Table 1) and compared the performance of the learned assistive strategies between
the same and different parameters. As shown in Fig. 14, the resulting EMGs in the Biceps were not statistically signiﬁcantly different
( p = 0.0965). This result suggests that our method may not be sensitive for such parameter settings.
6. Discussion
Our experimental results suggest that our approach is relevant for learning assistive strategies because of its sample eﬃciency. The proper assistive strategies of a 1-DoF robot for trajectory tracking tasks were learned only with 60 seconds human-
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Fig. 11. Changes of policy map of one subject. Policy map became clearer and steeper.

Fig. 14. Performance comparison of learned assistive strategies between same and
different parameters. Biceps EMGs were not statistically signiﬁcantly different p >
0.05.

Fig. 12. Comparison between with and without learned assist under experimental setup with heavier load weight: (a) Biceps EMGs and (b) Tracking error. Biceps
activities with learned assistance were signiﬁcantly lower than without assistance
(p < 0.001). Interestingly, absolute tracking error signiﬁcantly decreased if we used
learned assistive strategy (p < 0.005).

robot interaction data. Although other existing approaches also reported their sample eﬃcient learning, they are based on sampleineﬃcient, model-free reinforcement learning. Thus, the sample efﬁciency was achieved by utilizing task-speciﬁc knowledge in the
policy design. For example, in both dart-throwing training assistance [29] and exoskeleton walking assistance [31], policies were
carefully designed with only a few parameters to be learned. On
the other hand, our framework with model-based reinforcement
learning learned 54 parameters from scratch, which is evidence of
its relevance for learning assistive strategies. Even though our proposed method certainly reduced user EMGs, the amount of EMGs
did not become zero for the following two possible reasons: 1) inconsistency of user behaviors, which were not consistent among
multiple trials even in the same task, and 2) uncertainty in the
EMGs.
In our experimental task, the predictive horizon was clearly
given from the task period. Thus, it is not a turning parameter.
However, for more complex tasks where the horizon is not explicitly given from the task, it becomes another turning parameter
which should be set properly for the task.
7. Conclusion

Fig. 13. Comparison between with and without learned assist under experimental
setup with larger reference trajectory amplitude: (a) Biceps EMGs. Biceps activities with learned assistance were signiﬁcantly lower than without assistance (p <
0.001). (b) Triceps EMGs. We also observed signiﬁcant reduction in triceps activities
(p < 0.001).

We directly learned assistive strategies from interactions between users and a robot. First, we formulated a learning problem
of assistive strategies. To reduce the required number of interactions between a user and the robot to learn the assist policy,
we applied a data-eﬃcient, model-based reinforcement learning
framework. To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method,
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we conducted a series of experiments. The results show that our
method learned such a proper assistive strategy to reduce the user
EMGs even for changes in the robot dynamics and the shape of
the reference trajectories with the same task-free EMG-based cost
function.
Our method can be extended to learn multiple task assistive
strategies, but the learned strategies are task-dependent. Future
work will extend our method using multi-task RL, which can be
generalized even for unseen tasks from multiple sets of humanrobot interaction data across different tasks. Generally, RL frameworks suffer from the curse of dimensionality. To extend the scalability of our framework for higher dimensional systems, we might
utilize such dimensionality reduction techniques as synergies for
both the user and robot. Since human muscles are not always activated independently, muscle synergies can be used to reduce the
state dimension of humans [37]. On the other hand, robot control
based on synergies has also been explored. Cunha et al. showed
that only two synergies could construct the locomotive movements
of a bipedal robot [38]. By exploiting both the user’s and the
robot’s synergies, we might be able to extend our framework to
apply our lower-limb exoskeleton robot with multiple DoFs [10,39].
Another future work will extend our framework to learn an assistive strategy that reduces fatigue in long-term runs by designing
a fatigue-based cost function using a fatigue estimation method
[40–42].
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